
Unit-I

1. Answer any three of the following questions
in about 200 words each :

(a) Give a critical appreciation of the poem
‘Three Years She Grew’ by Wordsworth.

(b) Do you feel that the ending of the story
‘Death of a Clerk’ is proper.

(c) Write summary of the lessson ‘The
Judgement Seat of Vikramaditya.
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(d) Who, according to Lucas, is a true bore ?

(e) Write in brief the main spiritual ideas os
Swami Vivekananda.

Unit-II

2. Write an essay on any one of the following
topics :

(a) Women Empowerment

(b) National Integration

(c) Indian Democracy

(d) Religion and Politics

Unit-III

3. Write a precis of the following passage :

Every human being has ambition in life. A
man may desire for wealth, name, fame,
power and glory in life. But wish or desire
alone is not enough. We must carry out our
work sincerely with worth and ability.
Constant systematic efforts will qualify a man
to enjoy the rewards in life. But there are
many people who crave for great things in
life and never struggle for them. They never
struggle to deserve their prize and so for them
‘grapes are sour’. The great diplomats,
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players, film stars and scientists have enjoyed
honour and dignity. It is because of all their
great efforts and difficulties grim struggle and
great sacrifice. A man has a moral right to
desire any honour, position, power and wealth
in life. So, desire only when you deserve or
deserve first, then desire.

Unit-IV

4. (a) Read the following passage carefully and
answer the questions given below :

Man longs for a happy and peaceful life.
He does not want to face any sorrow,
misfortunes or fortunes. For him, life
should be a continuous flow of success,
peace progress and prosperity. Man
should, however, realize that adversities
in life have their own advantages. It is
these moments of stress, suffering and
misfortunes which bringforth the best
faculties of man. These moments make
him thoughtful and believe in God. Infact
man learns a lot from his failures and
sufferings. Just as the heat of the fire
turns impure gold into pure, failures give
us courage to work hard and face
adversities bravely and overcome them.
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Milton and Soordas wrote the best, when
they became blind. Numerous instances
can be given to prove that great things
have been achieved in times of suffering
and adversity.

Questions :

(i) What kind of life does man wish to
lead ?

(ii) What are the advantages of
adversities ?

(iii) What do failures give us ?

(iv) When did Milton and Soordas write
the best ?

(v) When can great things be achieved ?

(b) Give synonyms of any five of the
following :

(i) Warrior

(ii) Dagger

(iii) Greed

(iv) Clever

(v) Secret

(vi) Enough

(vii) Power
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(c) Provide antonyms of any five of the
following :

(i) Notorious

(ii) Thin

(iii) Stability

(iv) Even

(v) Clear

(vi) Action

(vii) Major

Unit-V

5. Do as directed any twenty five of the
following :

Add the missing relative in the following
sentences :

(i) I know a man ...... eats raw vegetables.

(ii) His wife is a woman ...... loves jokes.

(iii) I am looking for somebody ...... I can
trust.

(iv) The man ...... you want has just left.
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Supply ‘if’ or ‘unless’ in the following
sentences :

(v) She would not have waited ...... you had
been late.

(vi) ...... she writes to me, I will write to
her.

(vii) I shan’t go to the door ...... I hear the
bell.

Select from the words given in brackets :

(viii) It is (he/him) sure enough.

(ix) My daughter and (she/her) are going on
holiday together.

(x) You are as tall as (I/me).

Insert suitable prepostion :

(xi) The letter was addressed ...... him.

(xii) Karan came ...... Arjun.

(xiii) She was standing ...... her Scooter.

(xiv) This man is ...... Taiwan.

Change the voice :

(xv) Did the noise frighten you ?

(xvi) Today people can shell cities from a
distance.

(xvii) I was struck by his horrid look.
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Change the narration :

(xviii) He said, “Please help me.”

(xix) She says, “I don’t like your behavious.”

(xx) Ram said, “I am going to Raipur.”

(xxi) He said, “Do this work yourself .”

Fill in the blanks with appropriate question
tags of the following :

(xxii) He is very intelligent, ...... ?

(xxiii) Ranjana doesn’t care of her parents,
...... ?

(xxiv) She told the real thing, ...... ?

(xxv) We have done our work, ...... ?

Complete the sentences with phrasal verbs
containing the meanings given in the
brackets :

(xxvi) He will be able to ...... the speed.
(maintain)

(xxvii) I am not able to understand why you
always ...... foreigners. (despise)

(xxviii) The number of readers has ...... .
(decrease)
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(xxix) They decided to ...... . (omit)

(xxx) They decided to ...... the meeting.
(postpone)
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